Outdoor Life Adventures is a company that pursues innovation in every product, and our arc lighter is a
prime example of that. Utilizing arc technology, the lighter allows users to safely and effectively light
candles, grills, fireworks, and more.
As an environmentally conscious brand, we wanted to create an electric lighter that could be charged easily
through a USB port. As well as being friendlier to your wallet, this is a lighter that uses no fuel and creates
no waste. The rechargeable lighter allows high-voltage electrical currents to pass between two nodes,
which create an arc of highly charged plasma. The plasma generates heat, which in turn lights the object.

360° Rotation
Unlike stiff-neck lighters, this flexible arc lighter is built with a flexible neck that
is able to bend in every direction. Once bent, it keeps its shape, allowing for
safer and more efficient lighting. No longer do you have to risk burning your
fingers with matches and small lighters. This long lighter is perfect for lighting
candles, BBQs, fireworks, stoves, and more.

Weatherproof
Ever used a traditional lighter or a match on a windy day? If so, you’ll know
that it is an almost impossible task. Matches and lighters have one thing in
common – they have a flame that’s vulnerable to weather. In fact, a small gust
of wind is enough to prevent most flame lighters from working. On the other
hand, an arc lighter uses electric pulse technology that is resistant to bad
weather. It works by using an arc of highly-charged plasma to generate heat,
which then lights the object.

Rechargeable Battery and LED Display
With real-time battery display, you’ll never be caught out by a flat battery. The
four LED lights shine bright, and turn off one by one as the power fades.
Simply recharge the lighter before all of the lights turn off. To do this, simply
plug the lighter into any nearby USB port. The cable (included) can be
connected to any USB port, like a power bank or laptop. This allows you to
conveniently charge the flexible arc lighter wherever you want.

Flameless Technology
The arc lighter uses
innovative technology
that allows you to light
items without the need
for a flame. This is a
game-changing feature
for
all
outdoor
adventurers.

Environmentally
Conscious
Unlike traditional
lighters, which are
powered by gas, we
have developed an
electric-powered lighter
that is good for the
environment.

Bottle Opener

Positive Experience

As well as being a great
lighter, you will find a
bottle opener at the
bottom of the tool. This
feature helps to create
the ultimate accessory
for BBQs, camping, and
more.

We pride ourselves on
our superior service. In
fact, if there is any
problem with the arc
lighter, just let us know
and we will take care of
it.

